To enhance your visit at the museum, join us for a scavenger hunt. If you can solve all of the questions and our riddle at the end of the hunt, consider yourself a car expert!

1. What car was designed to be a “wearable machine?”
   Nissan GT-R(x) 2050 Concept

2. In 1914 Henry Ford announced a $5 a day minimum for his employees, while the competition was paying half as much. How much was the competition paying their employees?
   About $2.50

3. With what motorcycle did the rider wear only his bathing suit to get the fastest time on?
   1950 Vincent Rapide

4. What car was built for both “show and go”?
   1935 Chevrolet Cabriolet Hot Rod

5. List 4 modifications Louie Mattar did to his car.
   He added an electric cooking stove, electric refrigerator, medicine cabinet, wash machine and wringer, chemical toilet, reel to reel tape deck, ten inch TV, nation-wide mobile telephone, back seat comes out to provide a bed, iron and ironing, and more!

6. What car was a creation of Italy’s Bertone Design House and legendary designer Franco Scaglione?
   1960 Alfa Romeo Giulietta Sprint Speciale

7. What automotive art car is intricately hand engraved on virtually all unpainted metal surfaces?
   1962 Chevrolet Impala SS Convertible

8. What is a barn find? What kind of car is in the barn find exhibit?
   A well preserved classic car that is stored in a barn or warehouse. 1928 Studebaker

9. What is the smallest bike on the museum floor?
   1969 Honda 250 A-Ki

10. What car is known to be the most successful “halo” car in modern automotive history?
    1992 Carl Burger Dodge Viper

I am a word that is spelled the same both forward and backward. I drive very fast. What am I? A racecar!